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The Value of the month is ‘responsibility’ 

Welcome back to the Summer Term. The 

year is flying by. We were delighted to 

welcome the Rev. Rupert Mackay who led 

our Easter assembly, timed to be between 

the Easter holiday and ‘Greek Easter’, which 

was this last weekend. Rupert’s assemblies 

are always inspiring for the children and he 

brings in so many props that there is a 

murmur of anticipation before he even 

begins! 

The Summer Term is an especially exciting one at school. It begins with hushed focus as everyone 

prepares for exams and ends with, PGL, Tolmers, Sports Day and (we hope) worrying about whether 

it is too hot for the children to go out to play. 

Year 4 are thinking about whether things are solid, liquid or gas and what you would have to do to 

change that state. Don’t forget that our curriculum booklets for each half term are always on the 

webpage, together with homework grids in the terms that they are used: 

http://hadleywood.enfield.sch.uk/classcurr/ The children are looking forward to their trip down the 

River Thames on the city cruiser. The children will also ride on the tube, a train, the Emirates Skyway 

and on the Thames Clipper. I am sure that we will have lots of photographs next newsletter.  

Year 5 have been to Kew Gardens looking at biodiversity in different habitats.  They had a great 
day, including seeing the Chihuly exhibition, learning about pollination, walking along the tree line 
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and exploring the Palm and Temperate houses. In the photos of the children with paintbrushes - 
they are helping to pollinate the flowers. In a couple of weeks, the children will have the 
opportunity to study nature first hand: living under canvas at Tolmers Camp! 

 

 Year 6 have had a break from their hard work with a fabulous trip to Harry Potter World. The children 

have been studying the Harry Potter books and have produced some superb writing for their writing 

portfolios, ready for the end of year assessment. The early Potter books are perfect for children of 

this age, although I think the later ones are a bit scary and probably better for young teenagers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

In the first half of the Summer Term, Year 1 are learning all about Fairy Tales. 

Knowing lots of traditional stories is a great help to children when they start to 

write stories for themselves. Even ‘Once upon a time’ gives you the first line in 

your book… As part of their Design Technology topic, they are going to be 

making their own Gingerbread men. The children started by learning all about 

how to stay safe in the kitchen and looked at food hygiene. They smelled and 

tasted gingerbread biscuits and decided which equipment and ingredients they 

would need. Some of them thought that 

we needed peanut butter because the 

biscuits were so dark in colour – but we won’t be using peanut 

butter in school!  Year 1 are also working hard on their maths. 

Here you can see them partitioning numbers into tens and ones 

(we don’t say ‘units’ any more…) and comparing big numbers in 

preparation for subtraction sums. Once a child recognises that, 

for example, 43 is four tens and three ones, manipulation of big 

numbers starts to unlock for them.   

Year 6 are keen for you to know that they are working hard too. Here they are making circuits at 

the start of their new science topic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Year 2 created their final pieces for their collage topic. They had been looking at the work of Hannah 

Hoch. The children were given a variety of different materials in a range of colours. As Hannah Hoch's 

work focuses around faces and bodies, the children were given pictures of themselves, as well as 

magazines and newspapers, to try and create a collage that represents them.  



 

 

 

Mrs Rose now has forms for the Enfield Music Service, if your child fancies learning an 

instrument next academic year. We are particularly keen to make use of our lovely new drum kit 

and we need cellos and violinists for the orchestra! Congratulations to Alessandro Spadoni, who 

did well at his grade one piano exam, achieving a merit. 

Reception have been practising moving like 

jungle animals – or leaping from tree to tree! 

Their topic is the rainforest and the children are 

enjoying using the equipment in their gymnastics 

lesson. It is great to see how much they have developed this year both in physical strength and 

confidence. They can even change into their PE kist really quickly – although putting their own kit 

away at the end of the lesson is still proving a challenge!  
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I am sure that you have all been concerned about the worrying news coming from other parts of our 

Local Authority. We have had this message from Chickenshed: From 21-25 May Chickenshed are 

holding a week of activity based around Crime of the Century - a hard-hitting piece of theatre 

about gang violence, knife crime and peer pressure.  Normally we only perform it in schools, detention 

centres, pupil referral units and prisons, so it is a very good chance to see this renowned show. If 

you have older children who may be vulnerable, this could be a useful starting point for discussion. 

 

 

Year 3 are learning about light. They were lucky that they had a sunny day, so that they could pop 

out at regular intervals and measure the height and direction of their shadows. The children had not 

realised that shadows change throughout the day.  

Date for your Diary: Please add our Music Concert on Monday 15th 

July at 7.00pm. This will be a chance to hear all the finalists from our 

final Arts Trophy ‘Solo Performance’ together with our orchestra, Glee 

Club and some of our talented Year 6 children, who will be performing 

for us for the last time.  

. . . and finally  . . . 

Have you ordered your tickets for the children’s disco on 10th May? The 

Reception and KS1 children are from 3.34 – 5.15 and the KS2 children 

are from 5.30 -7.00pm. The first quote for replacing the climbing equipment was £22,000, so we 

need to start raising money.   

Have a lovely Monday Bank Holiday, everyone. See you Tuesday! 
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